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Webster’s Dictionary describes a baseline as “an initial set of critical observations or data used for
comparison; a starting point.” This report is a beginning. It is our attempt to establish a baseline
to understand where we are today and measure our progress moving forward. We want to know
in which areas our Latino families in Central Oregon are doing well. But we also want to see
where opportunities exist to achieve more. We want this report to be a catalyst for change: a tool
to measure progress and guide our collective efforts to lower barriers that keep our Latino
families from reaching their full potential. 
 
Staff members and volunteers of the Latino Community Association (LCA), a nonprofit
organization serving Crook, Deschutes and Jefferson counties in Central Oregon, assembled this
report. We received research and review assistance from multiple community partners, to
whom we are forever grateful.
 
We modeled our efforts on the 2016 report, Latinos in Oregon: Trends and Opportunities in a
Changing State, produced by the Oregon Community Foundation in 2016.  We have added the
additional subject area of housing and included interviews with families in Bend, Redmond,
Madras, Prineville, and surrounding areas. We hope readers find this profile of our Latino
community to be informative, insightful and useful for considering programmatic and policy
alternatives. Our priority is to ensure that our Latino families have equitable access to
opportunities to advance and fully participate in the civic and cultural life that makes Central
Oregon a desirable place to call home.

INTRODUCTION
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Dancers at  Latino Fest 2018. Photo by Jason Blackman

Oregon has a place in the broad sweep of Latino history in the Americas, as it was part of
territorial claims asserted by Spain dating back hundreds of years. The migration of
Latinos to Oregon in the modern era began in the late 1800s when Mexican vaqueros
rode and roped on cattle ranches, according to the report Latinos in Oregon by Jerry
Garcia (Oregon Historical Society, 2014). In the early 1900s, Mexican immigrants arrived
to build the railroads and tend crops. As the state grew, so did our Latino community,
reaching 523,956 in 2018 (13 percent) in a state of 4,081,943 people, according to the U.S.
Census estimates (American Community Survey, 2014-2018).

In Central Oregon, the experience of Latinos tracks closely with the history of Latinos
across the state. Our footprint is smaller in this arid and more sparsely populated region
compared to communities in the fertile Willamette Valley and Columbia Gorge. But we
have long made substantial contributions to industries connected with the land: ranching,
farming and wood products, as well as the construction, service and hospitality sectors.
Many Central Oregon Latinos still feel strong connections to our countries of origin, but
speak with equal pride of the years, often decades, spent making our homes in Bend,
Redmond, Sisters, Culver, Madras and Prineville. Latinos bring a strong work ethic and
close family ties to these Central Oregon communities. We are a youthful population who
fill essential jobs, run businesses, contribute to the local, state and national tax bases, and
help shore up the Social Security system.



“In 2015, Hispanic households contributed almost $215 billion to U.S. tax
revenues as a whole, including nearly $76 billion in state and local tax
payments . . . Hispanic households contributed $101.8 billion to Social

Security and $25.3 billion to Medicare’s core trust fund.” 

The Latino community in Central Oregon grew from 3,267 in 1990 to an estimated 20,512 in
2018, which equates to 9 percent of the region’s population.
In 2018, Latinos comprised 7.9 percent of the population in Deschutes County, 7.6 percent in
Crook County and 20 percent in Jefferson County, according to the U.S. Census.
The vast majority of Latinos in our region, as in the state and nation as a whole, were born in
the United States (native-born). Statewide, 67 percent of Latinos were born in the U.S. In
Central Oregon, approximately three-fourths were born in the U.S. This data refutes the
assumption that most Central Oregon Latinos are immigrants. 
Latinos in Central Oregon are much younger than the overall population in our region. The
median age of Latinos ranges from 22 to 28 years, compared to 43 to 51 years for the white
population. The youthfulness of the Latino population accounts for our higher rates of labor
force participation and a higher proportion among school-age children.
The vast majority of Central Oregon Latinos trace their family origins to Mexico, but many
come from Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Colombia, and Peru. The biggest
surprise to us is that approximately 555 residents of Puerto Rican decent live in our region.

The history of Latinos in Central Oregon continues to unfold. The full extent of the contributions
Latinos make to the economy and social fabric of our region is considerable, but has not been
fully measured or appreciated. In this report, we bring to light the challenges that Latino families
face in achieving equity in education, employment, health care and housing. We continue
working in earnest to make sure our Latino families are empowered to thrive in an environment
where we experience both warm hospitality and racial discrimination. 
 
Barriers to civic engagement are particularly problematic. Given the current national political
climate, we must ensure that Latinos vote and feel represented at all levels of government and
civic leadership. Our full participation in the 2020 Census is a good example, as our success in
achieving a full count will benefit the entire region.

Here are some highlights from each section of the report:

POPULATION
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Power of the Purse: How Hispanics Contribute to the U.S. Economy, a report by the Partnership for a New
American Economy Research Fund, December 2017.



White households in Central Oregon earn significantly more than Latino households and per
capita income among Latinos is significantly lower. 
Poverty rates for Latinos in Central Oregon are higher than for white residents, but the rate
for Latinos in Deschutes County is lower than the rate for Latinos in neighboring counties.

In 2018, Latinos filled an estimated 8,412 jobs in Central Oregon, primarily in accommodation
and food services, retail trade, health care and social assistance, construction, agriculture and
forestry.
Latinos have higher rates of workforce participation than white residents in all three Central
Oregon counties. This is due, in part, to the lower median age of Latinos in the region.
In 2018, unemployment among Latinos was slightly higher than among white workers in
Crook and Deschutes counties, but slightly lower in Jefferson County.

INCOME AND OTHER ECONOMIC INDICATORS

EMPLOYMENT
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Latino Community Association's Christmas Taquiza (Taco Dinner) in Redmond 2018. Photo by Denise Holley



Latino households in Central Oregon have a significantly higher degree of housing need (defined as
paying more than 30 percent of their income for housing) and severe housing need (paying more
than 50 percent) than white households.
Out of 4,942 Latino households surveyed, 46.1 percent (2,277) have housing need, while nearly 30
percent (1,461) have severe housing need.

HOUSING

We hope you find this profile of our Latino community in Central Oregon informative and useful. We
believe it provides some important baselines and brings to light both the assets our Latino families
bring to the region and some of the gaps and challenges our families face. We look forward to talking
with our Latino families, community partners, businesses and local, state and federal entities about
how we can utilize these findings to ensure Latino members of our communities receive equitable
levels of assistance and enjoy the same access to opportunities as everyone else.
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Latino children who begin kindergarten in Central Oregon are as ready to learn as their white
counterparts by most measures, but recognize fewer English letters and letter sounds.
The percentage of Latino students who meet the state proficiency standards in third grade
English and eighth grade math falls far below the percentage for their white classmates.
Data on Central Oregon graduation rates in 2019 indicates an achievement gap between
Latino and white students in the Bend-LaPine School District, and a narrower gap in the
Redmond district. In other districts, Latino graduation rates actually exceed those of white
students.
The statewide percentage of white residents with a high school diploma or a bachelor’s
degree is significantly higher than Latinos, regardless of gender.
In Central Oregon, the percentage of Latinos living in Deschutes County who have a high
school diploma or a bachelor’s degree exceeds the statewide average for Latinos.

EDUCATION

Significantly more Latinos than white residents lack health insurance in Central Oregon. 
Life expectancy for Latinos in Central Oregon is 84.6 years, compared to 81.1 years for white
residents.
The cancer mortality rate for Central Oregon Latinos is lower than the rate for white
residents, but slightly higher than for Latinos statewide. 
Teen pregnancy among Latinas (15-17 years) occurs at almost double the rate for white teens
in Deschutes and Jefferson counties, and at almost three times the rate in Crook County.
In an emotional health survey of LCA clients, 48% said their children told them that they feel
bad because of the attitudes or comments of classmates.

HEALTH



But they miss the lively vibe in Bend, where they lived for seven years, Elisa said. Redmond is
quieter with fewer places for entertainment.

“People are friendlier here,” she said, compared with the southern California community where
the family used to live. Personally, she has not experienced discrimination in Central Oregon,
but knows other Latinos who have gotten a cold shoulder from white residents.

Elisa enjoys the natural setting in Redmond, but thinks the school system that educated her
three children should be more rigorous. “There’s a lot of freedom here, but not as much focus
on studying,” she said.

Only one of her children has pursued a college education and all three young adults work with
their parents, Elisa said. The high cost of college is frustrating and so is the cost of medical care.

Because she is a business owner, Elisa can’t qualify for lower cost care and can’t afford private
health insurance.

Her dream for her family is to someday gain legal status for everyone and the opportunity to
buy a home.

ELISA 
BUSINESS OWNER, REDMOND

For Elisa (not her real name) and her family, moving to Bend in
2008 opened new opportunities for work, and ultimately, a
family-run business. When they arrived in Deschutes County,
the family, originally from Mexico, found jobs, sold food at a
swap meet, and saved money to rent a commercial property. But
rents were too high in Bend, so the family opened their business
in Redmond about three years ago.
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In 2014, Luis helped negotiate a sister city relationship between Cuautla and Redmond,
“because I want to help my community,” he said.

Luis visited Central Oregon frequently, but since he moved to Redmond in 2017, the language
barrier makes it difficult to pursue a career in community service, he said. For two semesters,
he taught a Spanish-language GED preparation class for High Desert Educational Service
District and enjoyed helping Latinos advance their education.

 Now that class has moved to Central Oregon Community College. Luis enrolled in English
classes through the Latino Community Association and waits on tables at Mazatlan
Restaurant.

As a city, Redmond is “well-organized and secure, and has a vision for its growth,” Luis said.
“People are friendly and there are jobs here.”

Because he lives with family members, Luis did not experience the frustration of finding
housing in Redmond’s tight market, and he earns enough to live on, he said. But the culture in
Central Oregon is a huge change for him.

“I have to face the problem of language and adapt to the rhythm of life here,” he said.

Luis hopes to study more about North American laws, language, culture, and social
development, and perhaps teach Spanish to English speakers.

LUIS ALBERTO ROBLES 
WAITER, REDMOND

Luis Alberto Robles is an attorney and high school
teacher from Mexico who served as mayor of his home
town of Cuautla, Jalisco, from 2012 to 2015.

 But because the town of some 2,500 people has few
opportunities, most of his family has relocated to
Redmond and Bend to work in the restaurant business,
he said.
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They own a mobile home with extra rooms her husband built, and rent a space in Culver. They
get medical care on a sliding scale though Mosaic Medical in Madras.

But it’s not enough money to pay for the college education their daughter, Andrea, desires,
Lorena said. The high school senior excels in drama and wants to study theater at a college in
southern California. Last summer, the family visited the school.

“It’s very expensive,” Lorena said. “I don’t think I can help my daughter realize her dreams
because I don’t have the money.”

An alternative would be attending Central Oregon Community College (COCC) for two years, she
said. Andrea has applied for federal student aid for next year.

A native of Michoacán, Mexico, Lorena came to Los Angeles in 1996, but soon moved to Culver 
 where her seven brothers worked in agriculture, she said. At first, she cared for their children, but
then joined them in the carrot fields in 2000.

More Central Oregon growers are cultivating hemp, a lucrative crop, but Lorena doesn’t like the
smell and the changes she thinks the crop will bring, she said. “It’s sad because the garlic is going
away. Soon we won’t see vegetables, only hemp.”

Lorena treasures her family and likes to set up karaoke and sing her heart out with her family
members.

LORENA BARRERA
FARM WORKER, CULVER
Lorena Barrera enjoys working outdoors, even though her
work in the fields is physically demanding, she said. “I like
to see the plants growing.”

In early October, she finished harvesting potatoes and
wasn’t sure she would be called back to work. Her husband
works most of the year for a concrete products company in
Redmond, but the family struggles to pay their expenses
through the winter, she said. 
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Antonio (not his real name) has seen both the beautiful
and ugly sides of Central Oregon. A native of Mexico,
he lived in Los Angeles and then came to Redmond
more than 10 years ago to join his brother, he said.

With his skills in construction and landscaping,
Antonio finds short-term work with homeowners. 
He also volunteers with a nonprofit organization.

ANTONIO 
CONSTRUCTION & LANDSCAPE WORKER,
REDMOND

But he doesn’t have a car and relies on a bicycle, so sometimes it’s a challenge to get to the
jobs, he said. He speaks with pride about the landscaping work he did on the playfields at
Ridgeview High School and the trees he helped plant in Centennial Park.

“The city is very clean,”Antonio said. “There are no problems with gangs.”

Once in a while he encounters an angry person who shouts at him, “Go back to Mexico!” But
most white residents he meets treat him well, he said. His goals for the future include
starting a family of his own.
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“The city is very clean. There are no problems with gangs.”
Antonio, Redmond resident 



BLANCA REYNOSO 
OWNER OF  REYNOSO JEWELRY,
MADRAS
The sign indicates a jewelry store, but when you step inside
Reynoso Jewelry, you see frilly dresses, shirts and
sweatshirts hanging from the ceiling, clothing racks, and
cupboards full of shoes. The jewelry counter occupies a
corner near the front and customers often stop by to pay a
utility bill or wire money to Mexico.

Blanca Reynoso and her husband, Israel Reynoso, opened their business in 1997, she said. “We
started with a little bit of everything.”

A native of the state of Guerrero, Mexico, Blanca came to Madras from southern California in the
1980s and started second grade, she said. Her mother had family here and found work in
agriculture.

When she was older, Blanca met her husband and, over the years, gave birth to four daughters. She
never finished high school, because both had to work to support their growing family, but she
earned her GED.

“Sometimes life isn’t fair, because we stopped studying and ended up with low salaries,” Blanca
said. “Because of our poverty, we didn’t make it to college.”

Now Israel works in his own landscaping, construction, heating and cooling business while Blanca
tends the store. Their two incomes allow them to give their daughters the education they missed.
The two oldest daughters earned bachelor’s degrees, the third is studying for her master’s degree in
psychology, and the youngest has just started high school, Blanca said with pride.

“My major goal is to finish putting my last daughter through school, something I wasn’t able to do,”
she said. But she and her husband also want to build a food cart area on their property. 

Because of their business income, Blanca and her husband earn too much for care under the Oregon
Health Plan, but find that private health insurance is too expensive, she said. “We’re right in that
middle.”

Blanca served on the Madras Chamber of Commerce board in the past, and currently serves on the
Madras Redevelopment Commission. The No. 1 problem in her city is lack of housing, and the
commission is looking into building homes on the outskirts of Madras, she said. “There are so many
people who don’t have a place to live.”
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During summer 2019, working student Roberto Iriche
logged almost 60 hours a week at a manufacturing
company in Redmond. But in late September, he returned to
his studies at Central Oregon Community College, carrying
a load of 16 credits at campuses in Redmond and Bend.

Now his hard work has paid off. He was accepted to the Oregon Institute of Technology in
Klamath Falls and began classes this fall.

He was 11 when his family left Morelia, Michoacán, Mexico, to escape gang violence, and then
joined his father who was already working in Prineville. A ranch owner provided a three-
bedroom house for the family with a real back yard, Roberto said. He studied hard and graduated
from Crook County High School in 2008.

He started college but could not get financial aid because he lacked a green (permanent resident)
card. So he left to live and work in Portland for two years, and then tried living in Chicago and
Palm Springs, Calif.

In 2015, Roberto obtained temporary residency and a work permit under DACA (Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals), he said. That program, created by President Obama, is now in legal limbo.
When he returned to the place he calls home – Prineville – Roberto qualified for a scholarship
from COCC to study applied science in manufacturing technology.

Opportunities abound in that field, but he can’t land any kind of federal job with his DACA
permit, Roberto said. He hopes his studies will lead to a job that pays well for work he enjoys.

Roberto is devoted to outdoor life in Central Oregon, especially hiking, kayaking and paddle
boarding. He also cares deeply about the community that nurtured him.

“Since the COVID-19 outbreak, I have noticed the lack of resources for people of color in my
community,” he said. “I want to give back to the community, like the way people are helping me
now.”

Roberto is intrigued with 3-D printer technology, especially with its ability to produce the
components to build small affordable homes, he said. “If I get accepted to OIT, that’s going to be
my senior project.”

ROBERTO IRICHE
WORKING STUDENT,
PRINEVILLE
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Maria Teresa Mendoza is a professional who helps families and
their children take the first steps in their education. She has an
associate's degree in Early Childhood Education. But as a child,
she harvested crops along a migrant trail that took the family
from Michoacán, Mexico, through California and up to Hood
River and The Dalles, Oregon, each year.

As they followed tomatoes, cucumbers, strawberries and cherries, Maria Teresa enrolled in one
school district after another.

“It was very difficult” (to stay on track in school), she said. Her father worked in the bracero
program and brought his family to the U.S. legally, when Maria Teresa was 5, she said.
Eventually, they settled in Stockton, Calif., where they went on strike in the tomato fields for
higher pay in the 1980s when she was 16. Union leader Cesar Chávez came to fast in support, she
said. “We got what we wanted and two clean bathrooms (in the field),” she said.

Maria Teresa married and moved to an avocado ranch in San Luis Obispo County, where the
couple worked and raised two children. “We were in heaven,” she said about the 800-acre ranch
on the central California coast that was home for 25 years.

The couple’s son graduated from college and moved to Bend to train as an ultra runner, Maria
Teresa said. When they came to visit, “my husband fell in love with Bend,” she said. They moved
here in 2013. He found work in RV sales and she worked for the Bend-LaPine School District.

Maria Teresa enjoys exploring trails, rivers and lakes, but the winter weather is difficult, she said.
With their savings from the ranch, they bought a home in Bend and paid off the mortgage.

“We are so blessed,” she said. “I have found that life in Central Oregon is more difficult for Latino
families and undocumented people,” harder for them to find work and housing than in
California.

Schools here now have dual language programs, but struggle to recruit bilingual teachers, Maria
Teresa said. She emphasized the partnership of family and school. “Parents need to be involved in
education since kindergarten if they want their child to succeed.”

MARIA TERESA MENDOZA
PARENT ENGAGEMENT SPECIALIST
FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER, BEND
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In 2001, Principal Broker Delia Feliciano bought a one-way ticket
to Portland to begin a new life. But she missed the food and
culture of Puerto Rico, where she grew up, she said. Since then,
she has connected with other Puerto Ricans in Oregon to cook,
dance, speak Spanish, and celebrate their roots on the island.

Delia met her husband in Portland 12 years ago, where she worked as a legal assistant and later
in commercial real estate investments. When he brought her to Sunriver to go snowmobiling,
“I fell in love with Sunriver, and the smell of the pine trees got me,” she said. They returned
frequently with his kids, and then moved to Bend in February 2015.

“I love the energy (here), a good energy from Mother Earth,” Delia said. “I find people from all
different nations. They’re happy to be here and everyone is ready to step in to help the
community in any way they can.”

But the cost of living is a challenge, said Delia, who owns a home in Bend.

“When the economy tanked in 2008, people were leaving because there were no jobs,” she
said. Investors bought land when it was relatively cheap and produced a boom in construction.
People from California discovered Central Oregon and paid cash for local homes.

“That’s driving prices up,” Delia said.

 In Central Oregon, the rocky soil is hard to work, she said. “The cost of construction is going
up because builders have to bring people from out of the area or pay higher wages,” Delia said.
“It’s hard to find good, reliable workers willing to do the tough jobs in farming, construction
and restaurants.”

When Delia’s sister moved to Central Oregon a couple of years ago, she needed health
insurance, Delia said. A friend told her the Latino Community Association (LCA) offered that
service. Eventually, her sister opened a food cart in Redmond called Taino, a Taste of Puerto
Rico, but closed her business because she couldn’t find weekend help. Now her sister teaches
Spanish classes while she prepares for her teacher license exam.

In 2019, Delia chaired the committee that organized LCA’s Gala de Oro fundraiser. Now, she is
getting ready to launch her own commercial real estate property management company, she
said. Her other ambition is to teach health conscious cooking to her neighbors in Central
Oregon.

DELIA FELICIANO
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE AGENT, BEND 
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CONCLUSION

Collecting and organizing data to describe our Latino community in Central Oregon, and
analyzing it to gain insights about how and where our families are excelling or struggling, has
opened our eyes. The data makes visible what otherwise often goes unseen by anyone not
specifically focused on the well-being of our Latino families.

We want all families in Central Oregon to thrive, but experience tells us that a majority-white
community can unintentionally overlook the specific needs and opportunities of our immigrant
families and children when it comes to service delivery, employment practices, outreach and civic
engagement. Equity requires understanding.

We hope that this report will provide a solid baseline for stakeholders to evaluate your practices
to ensure that our Latino families, especially recent immigrant families, are neither excluded nor
underserved. If you are currently unable to track the effectiveness of your efforts based on
ethnicity and immigration status, we hope you will begin doing so for all marginalized groups.
We cannot evaluate or remedy what we cannot see.

This report is a beginning. Our hope is that this report will help start discussions and inform
ongoing efforts to plan for the well-being, equity and inclusion of all Central Oregonians.
Our immigrant community members and our mixed-status families (U.S. citizens and non-
citizens) represent an enormous resource to help fuel the economy and culture we all share. Yet,
for decades, we have carried the burdens of discrimination, disdain, and invisibility.

If nothing else, this report makes perfectly clear that Latinos are needed for Central Oregon to
thrive. We are young. We are motivated. But we are also stunted by the mainstream community’s
reluctance to fully include us and help break down the walls that slow our progress.

We call on the business leaders, faith leaders, and other decision-makers and influencers in our
communities to embrace and include us, recognize our contributions and invest in our
potential.  Equity requires action.

We welcome you to know us, understand our diverse cultures, our challenges and dreams, and
join us in working for an equitable and inclusive Central Oregon we can all be proud of.
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APPENDIX – DATA ON UNDOCUMENTED

IMMIGRANTS

There is no reliable statistical data on the numbers and circumstances of undocumented
immigrants in Central Oregon. Many of these people are assumed to be Latinos, based on
statistics on native-born and foreign-born Latinos. However, a foreign-born Latino is not
necessarily an undocumented immigrant, and many Latino immigrants with legal status live in
Central Oregon.

On a statewide level, there is more reliable data. Undocumented immigrants numbered 113,000
across the whole state of Oregon in the years 2012-2016, according to the Migration Policy
Institute. MPI based its estimate on the American Community Survey for that period and a 2008
survey of income and program participation. Some 82,000, or 73 percent, were born in Mexico or
Central America. MPI estimated that people from Asia made up about 16 percent of Oregon’s
undocumented immigrants, with smaller numbers from Europe, Canada and Oceania (islands in
the Pacific Ocean). 

Few of the undocumented immigrants in Oregon were recent arrivals, reported MPI. Only 15
percent reported less than five years of residence in the United States, while 22 percent had lived
in the U.S. for more than 20 years. Three-fourths of these immigrants were working or seeking
work, and about 60 percent reported that they spoke English well.
 
 https://www.migrationpolicy.org/data/unauthorized-immigrant-population/state/OR
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SOURCES FOR FURTHER READING

 Links to data sources utilized for this report:
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

https://oregoncf.org/community-impact/research/latinos-in-oregon-report/
https://oregonencyclopedia.org/articles/hispanics_in_oregon/#.XImRVCJKjIU)
https://research.newamericaneconomy.org/report/power-of-the-purse-how-hispanics-
contribute-to-the-u-s-economy/
 
POPULATION

The American Community Survey (ACS) is a survey of randomly selected households the Census
Bureau conducts yearly between the official 10-year Census counts. Because it is based on a
sample, rather than the entire population, the ACS produces estimates. To aid data users, the
Census Bureau calculates and publishes a margin of error for every estimate. For guidance on
making comparisons, please visit data.census.gov 

EMPLOYMENT

Estimates of Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers 2018 update
https://www.ohdc.org/uploads/1/1/2/4/11243168/05-24-18-awhft-oregon-msfw-enumeration-
study.pdf
 
HEALTH

Data on lack of health insurance comes from the U.S. Census American Community Survey 2014-
2018, accessed from the Communities Reporter Tool on Jan. 29, 2020. 
https://oe.oregonexplorer.info/rural/CommunitiesReporter/
 
Mosaic Medical:
https://bphc.hrsa.gov/uds/datacenter.aspx?q=d&bid=105600&state=OR 
 
Volunteers in Medicine:
https://www.vim-cascades.org/file_download/inline/39f45056-9e0c-47ad-81eb-b87b5b9e821f
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EDUCATION

https://www.oregon.gov/ode/educator-resources/assessment/Pages/Kindergarten-
Assessment.aspx

To view a profile and test scores for a particular school district, visit:
https://www.ode.state.or.us/data/reportcard/reports.aspx

https://www.oregon.gov/ode/reports-and-data/students/Pages/Cohort-Graduation-Rate.aspx
Select School Year 2018-2019, Cohort Graduation Rate 2018-2019 Media File

HOUSING

From the Regional Housing Needs Assessment, 2019, page 3
https://coic2.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/housing-for-all-april-2019-materials-packet.pdf
From the 2016-2019 Central Oregon Regional Health Improvement Plan, page 38
https://cohealthcouncil.org/apps/uploads/2016/03/2016-2019-Central-Oregon
RHIP_compressed.pdf


